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Sources

• Social Entrepreneurship literature: 

Woodworth, Dees, Bornstein, etc.

• Tufts University: Pos. Deviance Institute

• Tipping Point: Malcolm Gladwell

• Plexus Institute: Community health & 

complexity science

• Appreciative Inquiry: D. Cooperrider

• Social Business: M. Yunus



Themes

• “Grassroots OB;” Barefoot MBAs; 
Students –Without-Borders

• Philosophy: “Development from below”

• Entrepreneurial acumen

• Action-based learning 

• Best business practices

• Social innovations



Positive Deviance Premise

In every community there are certain individuals 

whose uncommon practices/behaviors enable 

them to find better solutions to problems than their 

neighbors who have access to the same resources



Roles for Consultants as Positive Deviants
Through Community Collaboration

Role #1:
Acquiring
Knowledge

Role #2:
Applying

Knowledge

Role #3:
Creating

Knowledge

Role #4:
Sharing

Knowledge

Role #5:
Leveraging
Knowledge

Six Distinct But Interdependent Roles

Role #6:
Challenging
Knowledge



Appreciation to Collaborator & Nobel Peace Prize Laureate 

Dr. Muhammad Yunus/Prof. Warner Woodworth



H.E.L.P. International                    

(Help ELiminate Poverty)
Hurricane Mitch 1998 Central America

-20,000 dead 

-20,000 missing

-one million homeless

Honduras

-90% crops lost

-70% infrastructure damaged

-nation set back 50 years

The Question: Can Business Schools Address Socio-Economic Crises?

Our Challenge: To find answers…. To design innovative strategies…. To 
transform the Marriott School into becoming a “pro-poor” 
institution….

= Imaginization!



HELP Honduras 1999

• 46 BYU volunteers

• OB 490 course: “How to Change the World”

• $116,000 raised

• Established 47 communal banks

• Over 800 jobs/benefiting 4,000 family members

• 20,000 hrs. of community service: delivering 
babies, shoveling mud, rebuilding houses, 
mentoring street kids, starting family gardens, 
teaching computer skills, etc.

• Took relief supplies from 6 U.S. states to refugee 
families

• Re-capitalized 40 additional village banks



H.E.L.P. training of 

the poor in El 

Salvador 2000

• Women’s 
Empowerment Training

• Microcredit

• Sq. Foot Gardening

• Literacy

• Other Activities...
– Solar Ovens, Self-

Sufficiency Projects

– Worker-Owned 
Cooperatives



HELP Expands 2001-2008

(700 students from 14 universities)
• Honduras

• Guatemala

• Peru

• Bolivia

• El Salvador

• Brazil

• Uganda

Serving the poor, training microentrepreneurs, 
aiding farmers, working in orphanages and rural 
health clinics, teaching Sq. Foot Gardening, 
English & computer skills, volunteering in 
schools, building homes, etc.



Guatemalan Women’s Crochet Catalysis

-Maria Elena’s Loan-



“You must be the 

change you wish 

to see in the 

world.”

Mahatma Gandhi



MicroBusiness Mentors

Mentores de la Microempresa

jueves, 26 de agosto de 2021



Qué servicios ofrecemos?

Nuestros servicios están fundados sobre 

cuatro pilares para pequeños negocios 

exitosos.





Utah clients receive training, $500 loans and 

ongoing mentoring and consulting 



BYU Students:

“Non Schole Sed Vitae 
Discimus.” 

(We learn not for school, but for 
life.)

-Seneca



The Ouelessebougou-Utah Alliance 
is a Utah-based non-profit 
organization, which works 
cooperatively with villagers in 
Ouelessebougou & surrounding 
regions of Mali.

Founded in 1985 by a group of 
community leaders concerned 
about the devastating drought in 
North Africa during the 1980s, the 
Alliance was structured to give 
Utahns the opportunity to serve a 
specific African community, 
knowing that their assistance was 
going directly to those in need. 



Ouelessebougou 

Volunteers

•Some Utah families have offered humanitarian  

support in Africa for 2 decades.  

•Student volunteers learned much as well

as served 

Malian families. 



Started by a BYU group in 1990, EMI celebrates 18 

years providing microenterprise development 

services, impacting the lives of some 336,000 

people—in the Philippines, Mexico, Guatemala, El 

Salvador, and Peru. So far we’ve channeled a total 

of $23 million to the poor through microcredit.

In 2007, EMI’s partner foundations helped 31,000 

families journey toward self-reliance, a 34% 

increase over 2006—providing training to 37,000 

impoverished people, giving microloans to 30,000 

of them, and creating thousands of new jobs.

http://enterprise-mentors.org/MeetOurClients.asp?ID=5


Results of BYU Action/Deviance 

Methodologies

• Academic output: 3 books, 100-plus articles & 

papers, 2 dozen student theses

• Service learning and mentoring efforts

• Over 40 global projects

• Students accepted to top grad schools

• Our 16 best NGOs raised $28 M in 2007, trained 

over 200,000 microentrepreneurs, grew to over 

3 million families. 

• Project awards from Bill Clinton, Fast Company 

Magazine, UN, Aspen Institute, etc.



Cecile Pelous (France)

First Hope, Nepal



Elk Grove Action Group

with one of its Salvadoran village banks



BYU Institutionalization: Marriott School 

Center for Economic Self-Reliance 

(CESR)
• Established 2003

• $3 million donation for start-up

• Enables us to institutionalize many current 
efforts into a coherent long-term set of programs

• Funding now secured for BYU journal of 
microfinance & annual conference

• Network of NGOs developed for whom training 
is provided, workshops, etc.

• ESR concepts/models being generated from 
numerous action research projects

• Carried out 26 social impact studies in 37 
nations



Empowering Nations Case

“Wave of Hope” 2005-2008

OB 490 Becoming Positive Deviants/
Social Entrepreneurs (Jan. 2005)



From Huge Tsunami Wave of 

Destruction to our “Wave of Hope”



Devastation



Self-Organizing OB

Design:

- Project Mgt.             - Thai Culture

- Team-building         - Public Relations

- Business Training   - Fund-raising

- Travel Plans            - Microfinance

- Refugee Needs       - Teaching English

- Conflict Mgt.            - Volunteer Logistics

- Leadership & Managerial Competencies



Tsunami Recovery
• Wave of Hope partnered with the poorest 

of the Khao Lak poor

• Wave helps them pick up the pieces of 

their devastated lives

• One family, one house, one boat, one 

shop, one village– at a time



Khao Lak Building Projects

• House 

Construction in 

Thap-Tawan & 

Laem Pom Villages 

(120 homes)

• Painting Wood 

Products

• Plumbing, 

Bathroom & Sewer 

Systems
I don’t know what your destiny will be, but one thing I do know: the only ones among 

you who will be really happy are those who have sought and found how to serve.

—Albert Schweitzer



Income-Generating Projects 

Toward Sustainability

• “Thaikea”: Furniture Making Woodshop

• Tables, chairs, benches, shelves

• In the process 
of becoming a 
worker-owned 
producer 
cooperative 

Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s need but not 

enough for every man’s greed.          —Mahatma Gandhi



Women’s Jewelry-Making 

Cooperative
• Use of local pearls, 

training of tsunami 
survivors in new 
jewelry-making skills

• Business relationship 
established with 
Worldstock.com to 
sell tsunami pearl 
jewelry on the 
internet

How wonderful it is that no one need wait a single 

moment to improve the world. —Anne Frank



Wave of Hope Learning and Impacts

• Rapid design and implementation is complex and 

time-pressured 

• Shifting from aid to longer-term development 

requires new models

• Students can become empowered

• 14,000 hours of volunteer service

• Wave = Life-changing volunteer experience with 

potential long-term application in their future roles

I am of the opinion that my life belongs to the community and as 

long as I live, it is my privilege to do for it whatever I can.

—George Bernard Shaw



2006-2008 PROJECTS

Panama, Ghana, Mozambique, Paraguay, 

Thailand, Peru



PD Focus on Practice Rather 

than Knowledge

“It’s easier to ACT your way into a new way of THINKING, 

than to

THINK your way into a new way of ACTING”



PD Enables us to Act TODAY

The presence of Positive Deviants demonstrates that it is 

possible to find successful solutions TODAY before all the 

underlying causes are addressed!

Although most problems have complex, interlinked 

underlying causes . . .



The Four Ds of Positive Deviance Approach



Define

• Define the problem, its perceived causes and related 
current practices (situation analysis)

• Define what a successful outcome would look like 
(described as a behavioral or status outcome)



• Determine if there are any individuals or entities 
in community who ALREADY exhibit desired 
behavior or status (PD identification)



• Discover uncommon practices/behaviors enabling the 

PDs to outperform/find better solutions to the problem 

than others in their “community”



• Design and implement intervention enabling others in 

“community” to access and PRACTICE new behaviors 

(focus on “doing” rather than transfer of knowledge)

D



Positive Deviance 

Process

Determine

Discover

Design

Define



Fixed                    
Solution    
Space

Traditional 

Flows from problem analysis 
towards solution

Expanded Solution 

Space

PD 

Flows from identification 
and analysis of successful 
solution to problem solving

Expanded 
Solution 
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Traditional vs PD Problem Solving Approach



Positive Deviants

Individuals practicing positive deviance as 
change-agents around the globe helping 
marginalized people, especially Third 
World women, to learn new skills, become 
empowered, and move toward self-
reliance.  These individuals are trained in 
problem-solving and participatory 
evaluation methods to collaborate with the 
poorest of the poor in their quest toward a 
higher quality of life.

45



Key Concepts

• BOP

• Positive Deviance

• Tipping Point

• Third Sector

• Bottom-Up Change

• Social Capital

• Prosocial Management

• Gross National Happiness

• Others ? ? ?



The Difference Between Positive Deviance & Normal Behavior

Individuals may become wonderful examples of the difference between the person 

who merely occupies a position, and a positive deviant who is out to make waves.  While the 

former play it safe, the latter are global change agents.  Here’s my list of factors that 

distinguish the two:

Traditional 

•Do what they’re told

•Low energy/sit at a desk 

•“If it ain’t broke, leave it as is”

•Focus on bureaucratic stuff: hours, pay, 

and other benefits, etc.

•Work in an office/enjoy air conditioning

•Fit in the system

•Are assigned tasks by management

•Endure lots of meetings/planning

•Run copy machines

•Cautious/Focus on lists in their Franklin-Covey        

planners

•Hearers of the word

•Emphasis is on a salary

•Dull, boring work from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm and

then be done

•Shun responsibility

•Conform to organizational demands

•Routine, traditional, conservative personalities

Positive Deviants

•Do what’s needed

•High energy/work in the field

•“If it ain’t broke, break it”

•Focus on society’s major challenges: poverty, 

illiteracy, poor nutrition, etc.

•Work in poor communities/enjoy sweating

•Alter the system

•Design new tasks with partners

•Enjoy laboring in the real world

•Run people-centered projects

•Risk-takers/Focus on societal issues such as

joblessness and hunger

•Doers of the word

•Want to transform human society

•Exciting/unpredictable work that often goes late

into the night

•Thrive on responsibility

•Free spirits who initiate new strategies

•Wild radicals out to change or overthrow the world 47



Geoffrey A Moore. Crossing the Chasm. 

PD & The Diffusion of Innovation Life-Cycle

Community
participates in 
discovery of 
innovation

Thereby jumping the
“early adopters/early 
majority” chasm



TRADITIONAL VS POSITIVE DEVIANCE            

PROBLEM SOLVING APPROACH

TRADITIONAL

Externally Fueled (by “experts” 
or internal authority)

Top-down, Outside-in

Deficit Based “What’s wrong 
here?”

Begins with analysis of 
underlying causes of 
PROBLEM

Solution Space limited by 
perceived problem 
parameters 

POSITIVE DEVIANCE

Internally Fueled (by “people like 
us” same culture/resources)

Down-up, Inside-out

Asset Based “What’s right 
here?”

Begins with analysis of 
demonstrably successful 
SOLUTIONS

Solution Space enlarged through 
discovery of actual
parameters


